KEY POPULATIONS BRIEF

CHILDREN
Childhood TB has been called a “sentinel event” because it indicates failure on two fronts (1). First, it signals an ongoing transmission, since the child likely contracted TB from someone close to him or her and who has likely remained untreated. Second, it indicates a wider failure in the system, since it points to the lack of preventative therapy that could have easily stopped the child from developing TB in the first place (1). Because of the diagnostic challenges presented by childhood TB, symptoms are often missed. Missed or late diagnosis can have catastrophic health impacts for the child and increase the chance of mortality. Suboptimal diagnostic methods, poor screening compliance, and unrealistic treatment guidelines mean that children face even greater barriers to accessing care than adults, making this population even harder to reach. Children often exist as a vulnerable population within already vulnerable populations. Therefore, it is imperative that TB finally be addressed head-on by policy makers, civil society, and health professionals. Not only do children provide the reservoir from which future cases will develop, but continued inaction is costing lives.
Global Plan to End TB and key populations

The Global Plan to End TB outlines a number of key targets to be achieved by 2020, or 2025 at the latest. The plan refers to people who are vulnerable, underserved or at risk as TB "key populations" and provides models for investment packages that will allow countries to achieve the 90-(90)-90 targets. The Plan also suggests that all countries:

- Identify their key populations at national and subnational levels according to estimates of the risks faced, population size, and particular barriers, including human rights and gender-related barriers, to accessing TB care;
- Set an operational target of reaching at least 90% of people in key populations through improved access to services, rights-based systematic screening where required and new case-finding methods, and providing all people in need with effective and affordable treatment;
- Report on progress with respect to TB using data that are disaggregated by key population;
- Ensure the active participation of key populations in the development and delivery of services and the provision of TB care in safe and respectful environments.

This guide utilizes the above recommendations in order to outline the risks and barriers to access, discuss strategies for improved access, and highlight opportunities for the involvement of children and their caregivers in all stages of programme development and service delivery.

1 The 90-(90)-90 plan calls on NTPs to aim to reach 90% of all people with TB and to start them on appropriate therapy. As part of this approach, countries should be reaching 90% of key populations. The final part of the strategy is to achieve at least 90% treatment success for all people diagnosed with TB.
What’s in this guide?

**Epidemiological Profile**

Discusses the prevalence of TB in childhood populations.

**Structural Barriers to Treatment**

Barriers to diagnosis and treatment are identified as those presented by diagnostic and treatment constraints, provider constraints and parent/caregiver constraints.

**Sociocultural Barriers to Treatment**

Nutrition, stigma, gender and literacy can all present barriers to children receiving proper TB treatment and care.

**Taking Action**

Case finding can be improved through education of adults with TB living in households with children. Engaging private, for-profit providers in the informal health care sector to consider the symptoms of childhood TB can also increase the number of children seen by national TB programmes (NTPs) and improve surveillance data. Cash transfer initiatives can be used to mitigate catastrophic household costs that may deter some adult caregivers from seeking care for children with TB. Peer networks can also be engaged to draw attention to the symptoms of childhood TB.

**Recommendations**

Better health surveillance data need to be collected in order to understand the true extent of TB among this key population and to improve diagnosis. Child-specific services need to be developed. Clinicians need to be better trained to recognize the symptoms of childhood TB.
Epidemiological profile

It is a challenge to estimate the prevalence of childhood TB because of poor case ascertainment, difficulties in diagnosis and inadequacies in current surveillance systems (2–6). TB is harder to detect in children than in adults because of the poor sensitivity of traditional diagnostic tests and the fact that many childhood TB symptoms are non-specific (7, 8). Children often have difficulties producing quality sputum samples, and smear microscopy—the method most commonly used to determine active TB in adult populations in low- and middle-income countries—yields even less accurate results in children than it does in adults (2, 9–11). The World Health Organization (WHO) instead recommends a combination of clinical, non-microbiological and microbiological approaches to determine the presence of TB in both its latent and active form in children (12). However, many of these tests, such as chest X-rays (CXR) and tuberculin skin tests (TSTs), are not available in low-resource settings, where TB is more likely to be endemic (13). Furthermore, qualitative T-cell-based assays, such as TSTs, fail to distinguish between active and latent forms of TB in children (9). Crucial missed opportunities for intervention mean that children are more vulnerable to the most severe forms of TB, with the disease often proving fatal (14).

WHO estimates that in 2014 the TB incidence in children was 1.0 million (15). In this same year, there were an estimated 140,000 TB-related deaths among children (15). However, given the lack of age-disaggregated national TB surveillance data, this could be a gross underestimation of the true burden of TB in this population (6, 14, 16, 17). Age acts as an important variable in determining the risk of progressing to full disease following acquisition. Young children, particularly infants (<1yr.), are more susceptible to severe forms of TB and also at greater risk for death from the disease (2, 9, 11). Background prevalence of TB in a community likely has the greatest influence on the risk of TB exposure in children (11, 18). Community HIV dynamics are also a factor, with studies conducted in Zambia, Ethiopia and South Africa demonstrating a 20-fold increase in TB incidence among children living with HIV compared to HIV-negative children (16). Thus, many of the factors that contribute to the spread of TB in the adult population (poverty, migration, etc.) have an indirect impact on TB in children (2).

2 WHO defines children as people aged <15. This age cutoff is used because it is consistent with the age categories for which notification data are reported nationally and with the cut-off used in current guidelines to define people eligible to participate in a TB prevalence survey (15).
Diagnostics and treatment constraints

Diagnostic challenges

The lack of a “gold standard” TB diagnostic test for children means that childhood TB is frequently under or misdiagnosed (6). Diagnosis is made more challenging by the fact that up to 50% of children are thought to be asymptomatic during the early stage of TB (19). The presence of other diseases, such as HIV and pneumonia, also increases the likelihood of a missed or false diagnosis (6, 20). Distinguishing between latent and active TB also presents a challenge for clinicians working with this population (9, 21).

The combination of testing recommended by WHO to determine the presence of childhood TB is often not possible in low-resource settings; if it is possible, multiple visits to different health centres may be required, which can increase costs and leave children and their adult caregivers feeling as if they are being passed around the health service. These factors in turn increase loss to follow-up (17). The new rapid diagnostic test, Xpert, also produces suboptimal results in children, which makes it vital that clinicians be attuned to the symptoms of childhood TB, rather than relying solely on diagnostic tools (22, 23). Active TB in children is accompanied by persistent and non-remitting symptoms, such as a cough, meaning that symptom-based diagnosis is crucial for clinicians (9). Missed or delayed diagnoses can have a devastating impact on health outcomes and often lead to the death of the child (20, 24).

Challenges in anti-TB treatment and adherence

Anti-TB treatment has been shown to be as effective in children as it is in adults; however, it presents some specific challenges for children (25). Children have traditionally not been included in drug trials for TB drugs, in part due to the lack of financial incentives for drug companies to include them and in part due to the challenges of measuring microbiological outcomes (21). Children in resource-constrained settings have tended to receive portions of adult tablets, rather than liquid formulations or chewable tablets; these are both easier for children to swallow and for adult caregivers to administer, but have a shorter shelf-life (5, 26).

The method of crushing pills makes it harder to deliver accurate dosing, which impacts treatment success (5, 27). However, as of December 2015, new dispersible, palatable, affordable and simple to administer fixed-dose formulations are available, which should improve treatment outcomes for children (28).

The research on anti-TB treatment adherence among children is scarce. One study in India found that poor adherence rates could be attributed to conflicts between school and health centre hours, parental concerns over job absenteeism and resultant loss of wages, and the distance and cost of travel to and from health centres administering treatment to children with TB (25). Just as in adults, the side-effects of the treatment regimen can also contribute to poor adherence (29).
Health system constraints

Missed opportunities in contact investigation

WHO recommends that all children under the age of 5 be screened following close contact with someone, most commonly an adult family member, with active TB (12). The guidelines also recommend that all children living with HIV be screened, irrespective of contact (12). However, these practices are rarely implemented in endemic settings, where health workers are already overstretched and the legal frameworks ensuring that children who are close contacts of people with TB be presented for screening may be lacking (6, 15, 30–36). For example, a study in Malawi found that child contacts were screened for TB in only 9% of cases where an adult had been admitted to hospital, and only 21% of adults with TB with children under the age of 5 living at home were informed by their health workers of the need for childhood screening (37). Given that screening costs can account for a significant proportion of household incomes, it can be difficult to convince parents or other adult caregivers of the need to bring a child with no outward symptoms of TB for screening (30, 35). Even if screening does occur as part of a contact investigation, many health workers are not trained in how to consider and recognize the symptoms of TB in children. This lack of training increases the likelihood of a missed diagnosis and/or the child being started on inappropriate treatment (6, 37). Active screening, whereby the health worker actively seeks out close contacts, has been shown to increase case finding, but carries with it additional challenges (30). Health workers are often required to pay for their own transport, may have trouble locating families with temporary addresses and are sometimes forced to visit areas where they feel their safety is at risk (17, 35, 38).

Underreporting of childhood TB to NTPs

Children with TB often do not present to district divisions of NTPs for diagnosis and treatment, but rather first seek care from general child health services or private health care providers (6, 36). NTPs only become aware of the child with TB if the health worker or private provider notifies the NTP, but often this does not happen (6, 39, 40). Since childhood TB does not form part of the training for health professionals, knowledge of the disease is low among practitioners in both the public and private sector; this can also lead to the child not being referred to the NTP for appropriate care (41). At the same time, child health services are unable to administer the appropriate management for children who are close contacts of someone with TB if the NTP does not share the relevant information (36). Crucial opportunities for intervention are being missed due to gaps in reporting, low knowledge, and the lack of integration of care for childhood TB in national programmes. The weak linkages between the various health care providers also mean that national surveillance statistics are incomplete and do not provide an accurate picture of the TB burden in this population.
Current isoniazid preventative therapy (IPT) guidelines and IPT adherence

IPT can be a highly effective intervention in preventing the progression from latent TB to active TB. WHO guidelines recommend six months of IPT for children under the age of 5 who live in households with or are close contacts of people who have TB (12). However, CXRs are included in some national guidelines as a mandatory screening test to determine whether the child should be started on preventative treatment or anti-TB medication (30, 33). In resource-constrained settings, it is often not possible to administer such tests, especially at peripheral health facilities (5, 30, 33). Clinicians who comply with these guidelines, however, may inadvertently be preventing children from starting on potentially lifesaving treatment as soon as possible while they wait for test results (30). The waiting time and the need for the back and forth commute to the central health centres where these tests can be conducted also entail additional costs for the child and their caregiver (30).

Recently published WHO guidelines recommend starting children who are close contacts of people with active TB on IPT following a negative clinical TB diagnosis (12). However, given the difficulties of obtaining even a clinical diagnosis, these simplified guidelines could be costing lives and thus may need to be revised.

The efficacy of IPT has been shown to be extremely high, but the few studies conducted have found adherence rates to be low (42–44). In many low-income countries, IPT is still not in general use because of concerns over the risk of creating drug resistance, the risk of toxicity and low protection caused by poor adherence rates (31). The side-effects of IPT are minimal in children (31). There are a myriad of possible reasons for nonadherence, but financial barriers to medication collection, which includes the cost of the medication itself and the cost of transportation, are most frequently cited (44). Other reasons for nonadherence include the difficulties adult caregivers have in administering medication and the belief that IPT is not necessary for otherwise healthy children (44). It is also thought that limited knowledge among primary caregivers about IPT and poor compliance with existing guidelines also serve as barriers to children being started on preventative treatment (35).
Parent/caregiver constraints

Caregiver–child relationships

Parents and other adult caregivers act as the principal gatekeepers of children’s health (45). Adults have control over most aspects of a child’s health, determining the amount and quality of food the child eats, what health care he or she receives, and the amount of emotional support and assistance he or she receives in times of illness (45). Much of this is conditioned by the availability of resources, access to services, knowledge and awareness of diseases, and other cultural factors (45). Strong, nurturing relationships between caregiver, most notably the mother, and child have been demonstrated to have positive impacts on a range of health outcomes, even in resource-limited settings (45). Conversely, the absence of at least one strong relationship can lead to negative health outcomes for the child (45). Although there have been no studies on the importance of strong relationships between child and adult caregiver in TB treatment, it is reasonable to expect that treatment outcomes and adherence are likely to be more successful when the child is able to access emotional support from an adult caregiver, and when parents and caregivers are in turn adequately supported in providing such care.

Household poverty

Despite the presence of free TB diagnosis and care in most countries, the direct and indirect costs of obtaining a TB diagnosis and starting on treatment can be catastrophic (46, 47). Children living in poverty are more likely to live in crowded and poorly ventilated households, making it more likely that they will come into contact with infected adults (11, 48, 49). The child’s household may already be trying to absorb the costs associated with a positive TB diagnosis in an adult member of the family, such as loss of income. In such cases, health seeking by other members of the family is likely to be delayed because the household simply cannot afford the additional costs (50). A delayed diagnosis of childhood TB puts the life of the child at risk. Smoke from indoor cooking fires, most commonly used in poorer households, can weaken children’s lungs and increase their vulnerability to TB (51). Poor nutrition, linked closely to poverty, can impact the effectiveness of TB treatment (52). Malnutrition in children can also increase the likelihood of a missed diagnosis when TSTs are administered (14).
Sociocultural barriers to treatment

Stigma

Stigma has been shown to influence health-seeking behaviours for children with TB. A recent study conducted in Zambia found that people generally believed that children could not get TB, which led to children with TB feeling uneasy in their social environment (53). A lack of understanding of how the disease spreads also led to the social exclusion of children with TB (53). Research in India found that the social stigma of TB prevented adolescent females from seeking care at public health centres (25). A study in Peru found that middle-class parents believed that good nutrition could act as effective immunization against TB. This belief, coupled with the view that TB was a disease of the poor, prevented these parents from getting their children tested for TB. Instead, symptoms of the disease, such as a persistent cough, were attributed to other illnesses (17).

Gender

Barriers to health care access are typically higher for women in TB endemic areas due to a number of competing factors, including sociocultural disempowerment, stigma and a lack of financial resources (21). Although there have been very few studies examining the link between gender and TB in children, it is perhaps safe to assume that gender plays a role in determining health outcomes, particularly in low-income settings. A study in Pakistan found that male infants enjoy better nutrition and health care access than females of the same age, and that this neglect continues into adulthood (54). A further study of childhood TB in Pakistan noted that a significantly higher number of girls are diagnosed with TB (55). The authors of the study suggested that this finding could be attributed to the poor nutritional status of the female children in the region, making them more vulnerable to TB (55).

A study conducted in Bangladesh found a link between educational status and the likelihood of development of childhood TB (49). The study found that children who completed primary education had less than one third the risk of developing childhood TB compared to those who did not complete primary education (49). The same study also noted that maternal education and occupational status were both statistically significantly linked to childhood TB (49). Given that female literacy rates are lower than male literacy rates in much of the developing world, this perhaps serves as another indicator of how important gender is in determining health outcomes (56).

Policy considerations

Childhood TB has, until very recently, been largely ignored by policy makers (11). NTPs have traditionally focused on addressing TB in adults. In low-resource settings, it may seem counter-intuitive to divert resources to a population that contributes little to the spread of the disease (11). However, without supporting children with TB, elimination strategies will ultimately fail because children “provide the reservoir out of which future cases will develop” (11). Important steps are being taken to bring attention to childhood TB on an international level, but more needs to be done at the national and local levels to bring treatable and preventable TB under control (36).
Improving case finding

Contact tracing is essential to the early identification of childhood TB. The identification of household contacts of people with TB has been shown to be an effective means of TB control (48). However, contact tracing in both its passive and active forms is rarely practised in high-burden settings. This could be because of lack of resources, poor knowledge about TB transmission, or the high levels of stigma surrounding TB, or because health workers are not trained to inform people with TB to identify close contacts for screening. The poor sensitivity of diagnostic tools also hampers case finding in children.

Intensive education sessions with people receiving TB treatment have been shown to be effective in increasing the number of close contacts brought in for screening. These interventions should not only educate people with TB as to the purpose of contact tracing, but also equip them with practical skills with which to convince close contacts to present for screening (57). Parents, or adults living in households with children, need to be informed to bring children for screening.

Implementing standard operating procedures (SOPs) can also have a positive impact on case finding. These could be developed to fill case detection gaps for children by ensuring that health workers inform all people with TB of the need to bring in close contacts for screening and that health workers examining children are trained to consider the symptoms of childhood TB (58).

Engaging private providers and informing the public

A true epidemiological profile of TB in children has been hampered by poor surveillance methods and underreporting. In many countries, clinical data from adults are extrapolated to children, but this method fails to take into account the specific nature of TB in children. Improved epidemiological data on the TB burden and effectiveness of intervention in children are vital to helping national governments formulate effective responses to the disease. A crucial first step is for NTPs to identify where children and their families first access health care. In low-resource settings, this may often be through private providers. However, potential TB cases are often missed or not reported by private providers. Therefore, it is imperative that NTPs engage with private providers to ensure that they consider the symptoms of TB and that any child presenting with these symptoms is referred either to the national TB paediatric centre, if such a service exists, or to the NTP. Successful initiatives have involved working with private providers by providing financial incentives for them to refer children with TB symptoms to NTPs (59). Mass publicity campaigns about the symptoms of childhood TB and the services that are available to children are also effective in improving case notification (59).
Mitigating catastrophic costs

Poverty poses a significant barrier to health seeking, and a positive TB diagnosis can serve to exacerbate the effects of poverty. The family of a child with TB is likely to still be reeling from the shock of at least one positive TB diagnosis in their household. Cash transfer initiatives could be provided in exchange for treatment adherence, and could also be used as an incentive to encourage and support people with TB to bring in close contacts for screening. Other initiatives, such as the provision of vouchers for chest X-rays and free transportation to and from health facilities could be employed to improve case detection and treatment outcomes.

Utilizing peer networks

Integrated Health Services (IHS Pakistan), a national health care organization, ran a programme in Pakistan called the Little Doctors Club (60). This programme used school children as ambassadors to create awareness of TB among their classmates, parents and community (60). The children who were trained as ambassadors provided support to children with TB from diagnosis through to eventual recovery. By the end of 2012, the programme had identified 4,400 new TB cases (61). The use of peer networks such as the Little Doctors Club could be expanded to other settings.

Keeping mother and child together during treatment

Children with TB are often treated like “mini adults” when accessing TB care. Child-specific TB services are rare in low-resource settings. Given the importance of child–caregiver relationships in improving health outcomes, providing resources that would allow mothers to support their children during TB treatment might improve treatment adherence and success.
## Recommendations

While these recommendations provide an outline for action for a range of key stakeholders, others, including UN Agencies and local and global health worker collectives, should take note and assess their potential for use in improving TB prevention, treatment and care in children.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Civil Society</th>
<th>National Governments</th>
<th>Donor Community</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Advocate on behalf of children and their families to push for more child appropriate services;</td>
<td>Improve surveillance data on childhood TB by ensuring that there are clear pathways for children with TB to be registered with NTPs and to receive appropriate care; collect more age- and sex-disaggregated data on the TB burden in children;</td>
<td>Address research gaps on childhood TB, specifically those related to improving diagnosis and case finding;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raise awareness of the symptoms of childhood TB through education and publicity;</td>
<td>Improve case detection through raising awareness and training health workers; do not miss critical opportunities for intervention;</td>
<td>Fund research into more effective diagnostic tests for children;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foster local expertise and leadership; develop training and reference materials that can be used by adult caregivers and community health workers;</td>
<td>Develop family- and community-centred strategies for treatment;</td>
<td>Meet funding needs for the development of such strategies;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advocate on behalf of children by putting pressure on drug companies to develop more child-friendly anti-TB treatment options;</td>
<td>Work with patent offices regionally and nationally to fast-track essential TB medications suitable for children;</td>
<td>Fund research into more child-friendly anti-TB treatment options for children;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advocate for broader education and integration of health care providers on issues of childhood TB;</td>
<td>Introduce pre-service curriculum changes for health care professionals that focus on childhood diseases, such as TB;</td>
<td>Support the development of curriculum changes;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raise awareness of services available to children and their families.</td>
<td>Make TB diagnosis and treatment more accessible to children and their families.</td>
<td>Push for greater integration of TB care into child health programmes at facility and community levels.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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